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   The KM infrastructure 
We combine different Technology of Knowledge Storing (TKS) : 
File system for “no or semi structured resources”. For example: the GPS 
registration file (raw data and Rinex file) from which is not possible (or not suited) to 
extract the informative content 
Relational database for “resources to be well structured”. For example: 
 information about sites and instrument that can be well structured in the database 
object. 
As file system technology we have linux ext4 on LVM (Locical Volume Manager) 
As database technology we have MySQL 5.5 
 
Create store Search Visualize spread 
Knowledge 
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   The KM infrastructure 
• data and text mining tools (DMT) 
 
• Information Porting on database 
 
• Rawdata solution 
 
• Knowledge Discovery 
 
• CLINIC  
 
• Time Series creation and chart 
 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































% RINEX (num RINEX / num DAYS) 
% QC Rinex (have/expt) 
RING  (2014) 








UMTS / LAN 
Nanometrics  
        System 
The Rete Integrata Nazionale GPS  
THE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 
We use generally these transmission systems:  
WiFi Mesh Network  
THE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 
Nanometrics Libra VSAT  
THE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 
GPRS/EDGE or UMTS/HSDPA CELLULAR TECHNOLOGY  
THE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 
INTERNET ACCESS ( via cable or via SAT) 
RING INFRASTRUCTURE 
CLINIC 
CLINIC is an embedded software composed by 2 modules: custom FTP SERVER 
(Clinic network) and processing module (Clinic core) 
PERMISSION MANAGER 
Integration of Clinic and Bancadati in user management, FTP access and WEB 
access through implementation of a Permission Manager 
PERMISSION MANAGER CONFIG 
Permission manager allow us to limiting user access to certain station rinex through 
FTP server or limiting access of station log file management through web pages 
Action    Filter                                             
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – HOME PAGE AFTER LOGIN – NETWORK LIST 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – STATIONS GROUPED IN NETWORK ON MAP 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – GRID VIEW STATIONS OF A NETWORK 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – STATIONS OF A NETWORK ON MAP 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – STATIONS LIST OF A NETWORK  
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – TASKS OPEN FOR STATIONS OF A NETWORK 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – DATA AVAILABILITY FOR A GPS SITE 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – MONTHLY DATA AVAILABILITY FOR A SINGLE SITE 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – QC OUTPUT OF A RINEX 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – LOG FILE MANAGEMENT FOR A SITE 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – GALLERY FOR A SITE 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – SITE MONOGRAPH 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – SITE MAINTENANCE 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – QC PARAMETER GRAPH 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – RINEX PROCESSING LOG 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – REPROCESSING RINEX FEATURE 
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEW BANCADATI – DATA AVAILABILITY FOR A GPS NETWORK 

